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Store information about the current session in the browser. Our Content Management
System controls your experience on Tenpin.co.uk and displays all the content that you
see on every page. The specific cookies listed control the following personalisation /
memory functions:
Remembering the last 4 viewed Tenpin centres, making it easier to skip back to a
When the browser session ends
previously viewed Tenpin centre.
Remembering your last 4 viewed Offers, making it easier to skip between offers that you
found during current and previous visits.
Providing a direct link to the last viewed Tenpin centre.
Remembering and storing your current session within our CMS Database
N/A
N/A

N/A
Used to confirm user acceptance of cookies

When booking session ends
1 year

JSESSIONID is a cookie in J2EE web application which is used in session tracking.
When booking session ends
Used during booking/transaction sessions.
These cookies listed are set once you start the booking process on our website. They
provide the functionality that remembers what selections you have made at each step
through the booking process, so that you can complete a booking. They ensure that if
10 years
you need to go back to the start of the booking process and amend any details such as
bowlers, time, date or number of games that you don't need to enter all the details of
your original query again.
These cookies listed are set once you start the booking process on our website. They
provide the functionality that remembers what selections you have made at each step
through the booking process, so that you can complete a booking. They ensure that if
10 years
you need to go back to the start of the booking process and amend any details such as
bowlers, time, date or number of games that you don't need to enter all the details of
your original query again.
These cookies listed are set once you start the booking process on our website. They
provide the functionality that remembers what selections you have made at each step
through the booking process, so that you can complete a booking. They ensure that if
When the browser session ends
you need to go back to the start of the booking process and amend any details such as
bowlers, time, date or number of games that you don't need to enter all the details of
your original query again.
These cookies listed are set once you start the booking process on our website. They
provide the functionality that remembers what selections you have made at each step
through the booking process, so that you can complete a booking. They ensure that if
When booking session ends
you need to go back to the start of the booking process and amend any details such as
bowlers, time, date or number of games that you don't need to enter all the details of
your original query again.
Our Content Management System controls your experience on Tenpin.co.uk and
displays all the content that you see on every page. The specific cookies listed control
the following personalisation / memory functions:
Remembering the last 4 viewed Tenpin centres, making it easier to skip back to a
previously viewed Tenpin centre.
3 months
Remembering your last 4 viewed Offers, making it easier to skip between offers that you
found during current and previous visits.
Providing a direct link to the last viewed Tenpin centre.
Remembering and storing your current session within our CMS Database
Our Content Management System controls your experience on Tenpin.co.uk and
displays all the content that you see on every page. The specific cookies listed control
the following personalisation / memory functions:
Remembering the last 4 viewed Tenpin centres, making it easier to skip back to a
previously viewed Tenpin centre.
1 month
Remembering your last 4 viewed Offers, making it easier to skip between offers that you
found during current and previous visits.
Providing a direct link to the last viewed Tenpin centre.
Remembering and storing your current session within our CMS Database
Our Content Management System controls your experience on Tenpin.co.uk and
displays all the content that you see on every page. The specific cookies listed control
the following personalisation / memory functions:
Remembering the last 4 viewed Tenpin centres, making it easier to skip back to a
previously viewed Tenpin centre.
1 month
Remembering your last 4 viewed Offers, making it easier to skip between offers that you
found during current and previous visits.
Providing a direct link to the last viewed Tenpin centre.
Remembering and storing your current session within our CMS Database
Marketing/Advertising Cookies
Facebook.com: "Facebook tracks opted-out Facebook users with a cookie (fr) that is
used for advertising purposes"
adsrvr.org - Registers a unique ID that identifies a returning user's device. The ID is
used for targeted ads.
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adsrvr.org - Registers a unique ID that identifies a returning user's device. The ID is
used for targeted ads.
Google Advertising via doubleclick.net: "One of the main advertising cookies on nonGoogle sites is named ‘IDE‘ and is stored in browsers under the domain doubleclick.net
".
"..This cookie is used for re-targeting, optimisation, reporting and attribution of online
adverts”. Please visit
advertising.com – Unclassified
Google Advertising via doubleclick.net: "..This cookie is used for re-targeting,
optimisation, reporting and attribution of online adverts”.
This site uses cookies to keep track of your shopping. The data may be used to
personalise marketing content to help you find what you want, to offer assistance by
email if you seem to be having problems with ordering, or to help us improve the
Website. This cookie stores a unique id for the device. This is used to keep track of your
shopping.
This site uses cookies to keep track of your shopping. The data may be used to
personalise marketing content to help you find what you want, to offer assistance by
email if you seem to be having problems with ordering, or to help us improve the
Website. This cookie records whether you are using modern web browser that supports
a more efficient communication channel called "web sockets".
Analytics Cookies
This cookie is associated with the product Visual Website Optimiser, by USA based
Wingify. The tool helps site owners measure the performance of different versions of
web pages. This cookie ensures a visitor always sees the same version of a page and is
used to track behaviour to measure the performance of different page versions.

__asc
__auc
CONSENT

Google Analytics: "Google Analytics is Google’s analytics tool that helps website and
app owners to understand how their visitors engage with their properties. It may use a
set of cookies to collect information and report website usage statistics without
personally identifying individual visitors to Google. The main cookie used by Google
Analytics is the ‘__ga’ cookie
Google Analytics: "Google Analytics is Google’s analytics tool that helps website and
app owners to understand how their visitors engage with their properties. It may use a
set of cookies to collect information and report website usage statistics without
personally identifying individual visitors to Google. The main cookie used by Google
Analytics is the ‘__ga’ cookie
Google Analytics: "Google Analytics is Google’s analytics tool that helps website and
app owners to understand how their visitors engage with their properties. It may use a
set of cookies to collect information and report website usage statistics without
personally identifying individual visitors to Google. The main cookie used by Google
Analytics is the ‘__ga’ cookie
Google Analytics: "Google Analytics is Google’s analytics tool that helps website and
app owners to understand how their visitors engage with their properties. It may use a
set of cookies to collect information and report website usage statistics without
personally identifying individual visitors to Google. The main cookie used by Google
Analytics is the ‘__ga’ cookie
Google Analytics: "Google Analytics is Google’s analytics tool that helps website and
app owners to understand how their visitors engage with their properties. It may use a
set of cookies to collect information and report website usage statistics without
personally identifying individual visitors to Google. The main cookie used by Google
Analytics is the ‘__ga’ cookie
Google: "The NID cookie contains a unique ID Google uses to remember your
preferences and other information, such as your preferred language (e.g. English), how
many search results you wish to have shown per page (e.g. 10 or 20) etc.
Google Analytics: "Aggregate analysis of website visitors"
Google Analytics: "Aggregate analysis of website visitors"
Google: "Profiling Third-party cookies"
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Google: "Profiling Third-party cookies"
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Miscellaneous Cookies
twitter.com - Twitter does not currently provide information on the use of specific
cookies. This cookie is set due to Twitter integration and sharing capabilities for the
social media platform.
twitter.com - Twitter does not currently provide information on the use of specific
cookies. This cookie is set due to Twitter integration and sharing capabilities for the
social media platform.
twitter.com - Twitter does not currently provide information on the use of specific
cookies. This cookie is set due to Twitter integration and sharing capabilities for the
social media platform.
twitter.com - Twitter does not currently provide information on the use of specific
cookies. This cookie is set due to Twitter integration and sharing capabilities for the
social media platform.
Used to check if the user's browser supports cookies.
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